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Editorial
The January WTM is always a big issue to
compile, mainly due to the Trials Calendar.
I would like to say a big thank you to all the
societies – without your help this calendar
would not be possible. Then there’s the
sheer bulk of advertisements gearing up for
the start of the new season, the crossword
which seems to be a popular addition and
to cap it all the longest editorial I have ever
written.
The 2010 season is almost upon us and
with some luck it might dry out a bit,
unfortunately not in time for ASPADS
open trial at Enfield which had to be
cancelled due to water logged land.
As I mentioned earlier, included in this
month’s issue is the 2010 trials calendar.
You will notice that we have lost three
trials this year; Donyatt DTC and two
ASPADS trials, Blyth Open and Greetham
Championship, both PD trials, due to
lack of land. Hopefully, they will be
able to reinstate them in 2011, probably
at different venues. They will both need
Trials Managers, so if any of you out there
would like to volunteer, or have, or know
of, suitable land, then please let Judy
Meekings know. We really don’t want to
lose these long established trials for ever,
so please help if you can
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Now the winter evenings have drawn
in most of us go to work in the dark and
it’s dark when we get home and training
the dog is left to the weekends (weather
dependant). Well, it seems that some
trialists have found a way around this issue.
Judging by the letters and comments that
have been received at this office it appears
that working trials has been afflicted by a
condition normally affecting the obedience

The opinions expressed within this magazine are not necessarily those of the Editorial staff. Written permission must be
obtained for any item to be reproduced
whether in newsletters or on the Internet.
©
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world – The Training Round!

first came to light at the 2009 Kennel Club
Championships, in front of Kennel Club
representatives and spectators from other
sports. Judging by the comments and
letters received by WTM, to say this new
slant on the rules is not welcome would
be a massive understatement. If it were to
happen in the lower stakes it would raise a
few eyebrows, but in the ticket stakes it is

But unlike obedience you don’t lose all
your marks!
Certain competitors are entering stakes and
training specific exercises and whilst the
judges are penalising them through their
marks they are still able to continue on and
qualify and even win the stake. This practice
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totally unacceptable.
Let me state for the record, I am not berating
the competitors using these tactics, only
questioning the rules that allow it.
No one I have spoken to has a major
problem with competitors doing “not for
competition” training rounds it’s the Pick
“N” Mix approach that has them up in
arms.
C’mon guys, do you really think that you
should be able to train your dog on the
control field and still expect to qualify?
Some of the comments received are:

I am no expert on the rules and whilst there
are specific rulings for aggressive and out
of control dogs, it has been explained to
me that the rules have been written in such
a way as to leave as much as possible to
the judge’s discretion, many feel that this
is one of our strong points and it shouldn’t
be changed, if we continue to change the
rules for every eventuality where will it
stop.
One possible solution that has been put
forward is to treble the marks in the control
exercises this would not have an effect on
the overall sport but would have a major
impact on the way competitors feel about
throwing away their heelwork or speak
marks, especially in the ticket stakes.

It makes a mockery of the qualification.
It demeans the whole sport.
What a poor example it sets for the
newcomer!
It’s bad sportsmanship.
It’s just wrong.

Others take a more hard line and feel a
small addition to the rules stating: Nil
points in any control exercise = No
qualification.

My personal favourite is the last one.
I realise that TD is about tracking and PD
is about patrol but have we really got to
the stage where all the other exercises are
irrelevant, if so why not drop all the other
exercises and just have tracking – Opps,
sounds a bit like bloodhound competition
to me.

So whilst you are reflecting on your
training issues during these long winter
evenings please give some thought to this
matter, it needs to be aired and we would
love to hear your views.
On a lighter note, the new year trials teaser
crossword is on page 10. As usual the first
three correct soloutions received at this
office will win a WTM binder

Maybe I’m old fashioned but I always felt
to gain an Ex. qualification you should
have demonstrated competency in all the
exercises that make up that stake, to then
go on and beat the best of the best twice
and gain champion status all of your
work in every exercise must be beyond
reproach. Anything less makes a mockery
of the title.

All of us at WTM would like to wish all of
our readers a Happy and successful New
Year.
Mark Skillin
Editior

This begs the question “do we stop it, if
so how?”.
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Coming from an equine background, I
liken a working trial dog to the three-day
eventers of the horse world as there is the
precision of the control (dressage), the
jumps (show jumps) and the physical and
mental fitness to get them round a track
(the cross country).

Readers Letters
Thank you
I would like to thank everyone for their
cards and messages following Flynn’s TD
Ticket win at Leamington. I would also
like to thank Tony Lockyer for his help
with our training and always believing
that we could do this. To Jackie Gibney
for sorting out our stay problem (Thanks
Jackie). To Lorna Cottier for giving her
time to judge. To all the team at Leamington. To Wessex Club for all their support and especially to Sandra for putting
up with this obsession I have for Working Trials for which apparently there is no
cure.
Many thanks.
Gary Haim and Flynn

Firstly, you must have an animal that is
structurally sound, feed it well, and most
importantly keep it fit and happy in its
work. Accidents will happen in any sport,
whether competing, in training, or just out
on exercise. The disciplines involved in
working trials are not taxing for a “fit for
purpose” dog.
Why are so many people hell-bent on
changing the sport, if you don’t like it,
there is always doggy-dancing!
Regards,
Kath Woolley

I’d like to thanks everyone who sent
cards, texts, e-mails, messages, chocolates and champagne! when Poppy won
the ticket at Dundee. This made Poppy
the first Golden Retriever to become a
working trials champion. Thank you all.
You really are a great bunch.
I started training my first golden back in
1975 in obedience. I have trained 5 in total, 3 in working trials so you can imagine
it was a very special day for me. Thank
you Bob and everyone at Dundee.

Club Focus
Essex 2000 AGM
Please be advised that the AGM for Essex
2000 will take place on January
31st at 2.30 on the Club field in Billericay.
Items for the agenda should be
sent to Penny Bann, The Gate House,
Crabb’s Hill, Hatfield Peverel, Essex
CM3 2NZ by 11th January 2010.

Pat and WTCH Poppy!
Dear Editor,
I am a relative newcomer to working trials
but would like to reply to Gail GwesynPrice’s letter (and other letters in the same
vein in previous issues).

PLEASE NOTE
NECWTS Ashington Open
from12th-14th February, 2010.
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Trial

UD Nosework will be judged by Bill Richardson and not Brian Ogle as advertised.

fail” came to mind as we explored the
roles of the Trials Manager, Secretary,
Treasurer, Judges and various helpers.
Looking at the plethora of issues that
require consideration it occurred to me
that attendance would be advantageous
to anyone involved in the sport (not just
potential managers or committee members) in order to understand the need for
matters such as early report times, which
on the surface can seem unreasonable to
those unversed in the criteria involved in
coordinating a successful event.
The availability of land as well as its size,
location and allocation to tracklayers can
be variable right up to and including the
trial itself. The logistics of accommodating those who are working more than one
dog/stake and/or travelling with others
cannot be overlooked; what about people
who turn up on the wrong day?
Getting the marks back to base in time for
score sheets, certificates and catalogues
to be written up; run offs be completed;
trophies signed for so that competitors
and helpers alike can make a prompt departure is another concern.
Some interesting discussion took place
around where the Trials Manager’s responsibilities begin and end particularly
with regard to judges. What, if anything,
can a Trial Manager do if he/she considers: the articles unsafe; the judge to be in
breach of the I regulations?
Closing dates was another topic worthy of
note; what sort of lead time was practical
and advantageous to the Trials Manager,
Society and Competitors?
The importance of ensuring the validity
of entries prior to the competition was
highlighted when the attendees divid-

Wessex WTC
‘Thank you’ to everyone who was at the
Wessex open trial in November for their
fantastic support of our tombola in aid of
‘Breast Cancer Care’, we had many items
donated by both members and competitors helping us to raise the grand sum of
£164.91 – thank you for caring.
New Secretary for Hampshire WTS
Mrs Claire Falla, 1a Woodlands Avenue,
Emsworth, Hampshire, PO10 7QB Tel:
01243 379422

THE KENNEL CLUB WORKING
TRIALS MANAGEMENT SEMINAR
25 November 2009
The Kennel Club Building, Stoneleigh
Park
This seminar’s aims were to promote
Kennel Club best practice in organising
Working Trials, covering all aspects of
administration, planning, health and safety and venue selection. It was also an excellent opportunity for delegates to learn
from each other’s experiences.
Barry Gilbert, (KCAI for Working Trials, Chairman of ASPADS, Trials Manager, Judge and competitor) was the main
speaker. The programme focused on the
planning and administration required before, during and after the trial.
The maxim “fail to prepare, prepare to
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ed into groups to peruse 4 examples of
poorly completed entry forms and discuss
the problems that could be caused if not
picked up.
The purpose of Incident Books was explained and this led on nicely to the H &
S part of the programme delivered by Ray
Hipkin, a Chartered Safety Practitioner.
Emphasis was put on the need for a Risk
Assessment in order to meet statutory requirements and minimise the human and
economic costs of accidents.
We were provided with a Risk Assessment Matrix and went through a table top
exercise on exploring the hazards which
exist at a Working Trial and calculating
their risk levels by determining the likelihood of occurrence and severity of outcome.
A simple solution for societies was for a
generic risk assessment to be produced
and shared for clubs to customise as and
where appropriate.
The cost of attending the seminar was £25
which included unlimited refreshments, a
buffet lunch and a delegate pack which
contained presentation handouts, Attendance Certificate, Programme, Specimen
Schedules, Dogs in Hot Cars Policy, Incident Book, Guide to the Selection of
Judges and KC Insurance Information.
All in all a very informative day which I
hope will make me a better competitor,
judge and helper.
ALLYSON TOHME

GOLDEN WONDER

Back in August WTM I spoke about
tracking. After four weeks of feeding The
Golden Wonder only on the track he did
finally learn to track. I can pretty much
‘guarantee’ (a word guaranteed to embarrass one in dog training) that my Golden
Wonder can track to his sealed food pot
on a track of about one hundred paces and
comprising two legs as long as it is newly laid in good conditions. He no longer
needs food drops en route and remains
pretty accurate if I keep tension on the
line.
He has been at this stage for some time.
I do not track him very often because I
thought he might be more enthusiastic if
he does not get to play this game very often. As we have not progressed for some
time so I thought a change of tactics could
be beneficial.
Over the preceding months his play drive
has improved. He will now chase and retrieve a ball when I throw it. I can make
him lie down with my two other dogs and
send any one of them by name to fetch it.
If I allowed them all to run free the Golden Wonder would only chase the moving
dogs and make no attempt to fetch the
ball. But on his own he will play fetch. I
never repeat this game many times always
stopping whilst he is keen. He likes tug
too, as long as it is tough and noisy he is
up for it. Whilst exercising him in the field
before one of my workshops he found and
picked up a toy. This was a milestone for
the Golden Wonder. He had retrieved an
inanimate object of his own volition. I
thought we had struck gold, but when I
asked the people in the workshop if the
said toy belonged to anyone there, unfor8

tunately somebody claimed it (shame).
However, shopping in Wilkinson’s this
week I found a similar toy. Delighted of
course, I purchased it and took it home
to play. The Golden Wonder responded
well, obviously pleased with his new toy.
We had a brief game before I took it away
from him, not wanting him to become
blasé about it. At the earliest opportunity
I laid him a straight 30 odd pace track and
placed his new toy at the end. I smugly
thought that he would be delighted to find
his new toy at the end of this track and
that after a few of these he would begin
to increase in speed and drive to get to his
toy.
With great anticipation I put on his tracking harness and asked him to track from
the pole as usual. He set off in his usual
half hearted way, gaining commitment as
he progressed. He was deadly accurate
as he approached the toy now in sight on
the grass and he got to the toy sniffed it
and continued along the track hoping to
find his food pot and totally ignoring the
toy. ‘Hey’ I said, ‘look, your new toy’ I
grabbed the toy and we had a game. He
did play but looked as though he had been
robbed!
Well I thought he just needs to do this
a few times before he realised that if he
tracks to his toy he gets a good game. So I
repeated the exercise again... and again...
and again. It was no good. The point of
tracking à la Golden Wonder was to find a
food pot. Ok that is what I had trained him
to do and to expect. I had just hoped we
had a way to fast forward. Wrong again!
I make a mental note to teach him to pick
up and present a small article for a click
and treat (food), (he knows this exercise)

and then progress to placing the small
articles on the track. This will produce a
well trained tracking dog but will not create the drive and enthusiasm I was hoping
to get by tracking to a toy. We may well
never have time to complete a competition
track! I am still not sure if his nose is good
enough for him to ever become a serious
tacking dog. If I age the tack at all he does
not track.
However, we may have found his forte!
There is one trials exercise in which he is
showing promise. Any guesses what this
might be? It was apparent since he was
a tiny puppy. It is of course the ‘speak.’
(Who said, ‘well dogs do take after their
owners.’?)
The new toy is useful in this exercise. I
can hold the toy up out of his reach and
give the command ‘speak’ and he barks
with great enthusiasm until I throw the
toy for him. He loves this game! I can get
him to bark whilst walking around freely
and have just begun to ask him to sit and
speak, I will also try the down speak and
then select the one he is naturally better at
to train further. Wow an exercise he is really keen on. I can’t train this one indoors
as everyone complains and all the dogs
barks, so I can’t wait until the morning to
go out and have another speak session. A
certain killjoy has pointed out to me that
there is no speak in competition until TD
and my dog can’t track that well. Huh well what do I care, we are having fun,
and he is soo pretty.
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NEW YEAR TRIALS TEASER
Do you actually read your WTM ?
All the answers can be found within the pages of 2009 WTM’s
A free WTM binder goes to each of the first 3 correct soloutions drawn.
Entries must received by 5th February 2010

ACROSS
8. This Dave was bossed by 4
women but could not find his ear
plugs
9. She handled a Great Dane to win
UDx
11. Society has two weekly training venues
13. Only ‘j’s get a job in this kitchen
14. He tracks around the ring at
Crufts
15. She started judging on Boxing
Day
17. Labrador wins CD at Lincs
18. Club member for 25 years takes
first judging appointment
23. Lauren kept the lid on this

Mali’s enthusiasm
26. Disgruntled breed from Yorkshire
27. He knows about bloodhounds
30. Picture her blowing up a dog
31. “Speak - “”six didn’t open their
gobs”” for this judge”
32. He bred the Golden Wonder
36. First practical judging seminar
host
37. Roger Shrimpton awarded him
his second ticket
39. Trial that went to the Butchers
42. Where they shared sandwiches
with the stag hunt
44. This team is like a family
46. Assistant editor needs this to
start the year
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48. This certain dog ignored the
dumb-bell and nicked the judge’s
sandwiches
49. Came back to find a kidnap
note
50. Show Champion dragged her
around the track to gain WDX
51. You would have struggled to
get there unless on horseback
53. Helen’s Citroen Berlingo was
one in disguise
57. Pyrenean Sheepdog wins UDx
60. He prefers judging all sections
and eating lemon meringue pie
61. KCC TD judge
62. Judge had her own sofa
64. 21st Ticket made him up.
65. New stake

DOWN
1. Champion Manager
2. This young man is one to look
out for in the future
3. Demo dog was not a weimaraner
4. KCC TD winner
5. Her old dog got 5 and 6
6. First time manager gets grey hair
7. Youngest competitor at Ranmore
8. Sponsors presented waterproof
coat
9. Aussie that won John Barron
Trophy
10. He ate half the judge’s sandwich and lost 1pt on the track
12. First time UD judge awards
first to rottie
16. KCC PD judge
19. They said this base was one of
the best in the country
20. Her spaniel swam most of the
track!

21. Secretary of Avon WTS
22. Louise competes in Schutzhund
24. Not a collie in the Championship PD
25. Slovakian trainer
28. Made it a hat trick at KCC’s
29. Her dog did the fastest search
in Ireland
33. BAGSD branch holds search
and rescue training day
34. “He eats sausage, egg and Malteser sandwiches! “
35. She doesn’t think she can manage 20 years
37. Not a collie in the Championship TD
38. North West dog of the year
40. Where the snow plough dug up
their signs
41. GSD wins WDX under Jacqui
Gibney
43. Society where everybody helps

in any capacity
45. Unusual retriever gets best
nosework trophy
47. Criminals looked the part here
48. She had the ‘dream team’ of
helpers in PD
50. TD winner with bitter taste in
dog’s mouth
52. She has the UD Dream Team
54. High speed tracking was the order of the day here
55. Here on Monday you could see
every footprint in the snow
56. The Red Arrows did a display
when she was judging stays
58. First Goldie champ
59. Newcomer wins ticket
63. Managed to thank HRH

TRIAL REPORTS
EAST ANGLIAN WTTS
OPEN TRIAL

UD STAKE:
Steward: Caroline Martin
Tracklayers: Paul Morling, Ron Jaques,
John Phillips, Graham Brumpton

23 - 25 Jan 2009
STAKES: PD AND UD

Thank you, Caroline, for an excellent job of
stewarding, I’m glad we made it to the PD
field in time to see Gary’s win.

Judges: MICK TUSTAIN (PD) and LAUREN MARLOW (UD)

Lee Payne with LITTLE ROUGH
RHINESTONE, BC x GSD, D, 192.5, Q.
Despite his obvious youth, Diesel worked
well throughout, as the marks show. Congratulations.
2nd
Ian Brown with TRI ONE AT
JETRIL, WSD, B, 192. Q. An excellent result for a team that is new to trials, Brecon
only losing 1.5 marks on nosework. Very
well done.
3rd
Chris Trevor with DESMOND
1st

Our thanks to East Anglia WTTS for the invitation to judge, and to the helpers, whose
names, you’ll notice, pop up all over the place
- a real team effort, thank you all. Thanks for
2 great evenings out, too.
We must say a special thank you to Diane in
the kitchen, for keeping the cold at bay by
supplying lots of delicious calories.
Tracking was on short stubble with good regrowth. The weather was as you might expect - wet, freezing, and windy.
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Steward: Lé Newman

DINGO, Cross, D, 182.5. Missing a track
article was costly; the rest of Desmond’s
work was very nice. Well done to another
newcomer.
4th
Shirley Frankcom with VAPRESTO DISCOVERY, CDEx, BSD (Terv), B,
178, NQ. Very nice nosework and control
by Myla, but she found the agility too challenging today.

Very many thanks to the Society for the invitation to judge, and to Melvin and Mary, with
all their helpers, for a superbly organised
Trial and wonderful hospitality. I also thank
June Coutts for the very generous loan of her
land, and Rosemary and Gerry for arranging
refreshments for the CD competitors as we
were away from the main base.
Lé Newman was a fantastic steward, making sure everything ran smoothly for me, and
that the competitors were confident that they
knew exactly what they needed to do. Many
thanks, Lé.
My test was designed to be straightforward
and allow the dogs to show that they had a
good understanding of the exercises. I thank
all the participants for entering under me and
hope that they enjoyed their day as much as I
did watching them and their dogs. Well done,
all of you.

PD STAKE:
Steward (squares, control and PD): Karen
Warner
Tracklayers: Pete Carroll, Karen Warner
Helpers: Paul Morling, John Phillips, Graham Brumpton, Pete Carrol

Gary Martin with TYTRI ROY,
CDEx - TDEx, BC, D, 290.5, Q. Congratulations and good luck in Championship.
2nd
Lynne Davis with MISTER MISFIT MONGREL, X-Breed, D, 287, Q.
Congratulations; good performance all
round, only losing 1 mark on C/A.
3rd
Ron Jaques with JAQ IN A BOX,
BC, D, 250.5, NQ.
4th
Mark Lewindon with SORUMOUR LETS BOOGIE AT BRACOKELI,
CDEx – TDEx, 206, NQ.
1st

Julie Atkins and GLENALPINE
REG, BC, D, 96. A well deserved win.
2nd
Amanda Fenton and AURO
QUELLE, GR, B, 95. What a super first
attempt.
3rd
Ron Davies and KAI JUMPING
JACK, WSD, D, 90.5. He did you proud.
4th
June Coutts and CRADBRIDGE
BILL, Lab, D, 89.5. Believe in him, June.
1st

* * * * * *

Also qualifying CDEx:
Zoe Finlay and TRIJEM OCEANS BLURAIN WITH OVERDRIVE, ASD, D, 89
Mark Gowler and GOTTHEFIDGETS,
WSD, D, 89
Paul Thornton and LIMASMYTHE
BROWNS BUSTER, GSD, D, 87.5

POOLE & DISTRICT DOG
TRAINING SOCIETY
CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL

I look forward to seeing you all in the higher
stakes.

22 – 26 September 2009
Red Shoot Camping Park, Linwood.
STAKE: CD
Judge: JANET PARKER
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STAKE: UD

In the afternoon we moved on to the Control
and Agility field. There were some very good
retrieves with 4 dogs gaining full marks. I felt
that the overall standard of heelwork should
have been a little better at this level. Two or
three marks lost on the heelwork could make
the difference between qualifying or not,
or cost being placed. For the send away I
placed a yellow pole in the hedge 100 yards
down the centre of the field. Three dogs were
drawn to a tree on the right hand side of the
field and one failed to leave the marker pole,
but the others found their way to the hedge,
not too far from the pole. The majority of
dogs qualified the agility section, although
the scale proved a bit of a problem for some.
Two dogs failed the down stay.
Many thanks to my wife, Lynne, for stewarding the C/A rounds. As usual, she was accurate and kept things running smoothly for
me. Congratulations to the six that qualified
and better luck next time for those who didn’t
make it.

Judge: PAUL COUSINS
Tracklayers: Rob Bracy-Wright (both
days), John Reynolds (Thursday), Lyn
Watkins (Friday)
Search
Steward:
Kathy
BracyWright
C/A Steward: Lynne Cousins
Many thanks to Melvin (Bubbles) Dewitt for
inviting me to judge the UD stake. There
were 16 entries of which 14 actually competed over the 2 days.
As usual at Poole the food was excellent
and Lynne and I were made very welcome,
and we really enjoyed the jovial atmosphere
at the evening meals. I have now achieved
what must be the highest honour in my working trials career to date - I have been a member of the Poole all male washing up team,
albeit starting at the bottom as first dish rinser. Could this be the start of higher things
to come?
The weather over the two days could not have
been better. Cloudless skies, but with a slight
breeze to keep the temperature at a pleasant
level.
We started each day with tracking. It was a
joy to watch the dogs taking the track in their
stride. The majority finished the track and
found both articles (beer mat folded in half
and a six inch piece of hosepipe) with ease,
with only four dogs failing to complete the
track. Thanks to my track layers, who did
an excellent job with the majority of dogs
completing their track. They were all good
company as a result of which the mornings
seemed to just fly by. All the dogs worked the
search square with ease, many retrieving all
4 articles (Gun Cartridge, lolly stick, a piece
of rubber mat and a 1.5 inch section of flattened loo roll centre). My thanks to Kathy
for laying the search squares, which were laid
with precision and great care. This helped all
the competitors achieve the minimum of two
articles.

Pat Herbert and GLENALPINE
MOO, CDEx, UDEx, BC, Q, 192. Very
good nose work, completing the track
with ease and only losing one mark in the
square. This was followed by very good
control exercises and full marks for the
jumps. Well done, Pat and Moo, worthy
winners.
2nd
Tony Lockyer and LAWINICK COME N GET IT AT HARTSHILL,
CDEx, GSD, Q, 189.5. Another very good
performance. The same track and C/A
marks as Pat and Moo, but slightly lower
marks in the square made the difference.
3rd
Sue Ashby and THE TITAN,
CDEx, WSD, Q, 183. Awarded third place
after a run-off. Second highest track mark.
Only 0.5 mark less on the C/A round than
the two above, but only getting three articles out of the square proved costly. However, a good all round performance, worthy
of qualifying and of being placed.
1st
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Sheila Tannert and STYPERSON
CLEO, CDEx, Lab, Q, 183. Another very
good track followed by the highest C/A
score. As with Sue, missing an article in
the square proved costly. Another good
all round performance and well deserved
qualification.

tions. Well done, Glenys.
Chris Gregory and CASSOP
DANNY, CDEx - WDEx, GSD, D, Q,
187.5. Also worked well in all sections.
Well done, Chris.
3rd
Gill Lawrence and BEKKIS
BEKWEY MERRYDOWN, BC, D, Q,
174.5. A good all round performance; well
done, Gill.
4th
Ian Brown and TRI ONE JETRIL,
CDEx, UDEx, WSD, B, Q, 169.5. Worked
well throughout. Well done, Ian.
5th
Les Allen and ANTILLI BAZKO,
CDEx – WDEx, GSD, D, Q, 166. Also did
a nice round. Well done, Les.

4th

2nd

Also qualified:
Rosemary Turner and MALTESER MARY,
CDEx, UDEx, Lab, 182
Maeve Weselby and STYPERSON GILLIE,
CDEx, Lab, 179.5
Please accept my apologies for the delay in
sending in the trial report.

STAKE: TD

STAKE: WD

Judge: JILL CARRUTHERS
Track Layers: Barry Harvey, Paula Harvey and Len Newman
Search Steward: June Coutts
C/A Steward: “Sat Nav” Len Newman
Run off Tracks: Lindsey Poole

Judge: BARBARA RISTE
Tracklayers: Paula Harvey, Le Newman,
Lynne Watkins, Rob Bracey-Wright, John
Reynolds
Square Steward: Kath Bracey-Wright,
C / A Steward: Brian Riste.

I would like to say thank you to Poole committee for the invitation to judge at this superb venue, especially Mary and Melvin;
they put in so much hard work for this trial.
Thanks also to the ladies in the kitchen, who
worked wonders keeping us fed and watered
during the day and providing “us” (this included Dad as well, he was spoilt rotten by
the ladies) with beautiful evening meals many thanks girls; Kath, Sue, Sharon, Lé, etc.
Thank you for giving up your leisure time to
make this such a success.
The TD team are a very experienced group of
trialists, extremely conscientious and above
all, brilliant company. THANK YOU, June,
Paula, Barry and Len! To all the helpers, one
and all, you do a fantastic job; whatever the
task, it’s sorted. It’s all your hard work and
dedication that keeps this trial going
The weather was glorious all week, if a bit

Thank you to the Poole and District Dog
Training Society’s committee for the invitation to judge the WD stake at this extremely
well run trial. Thanks to Melvin, ably assisted
by Mary and a very friendly band of helpers,
for all their hard work and for the organisation before and during the trial - this also
includes arranging the glorious sunshine for
us all to enjoy. Also many thanks to all the
kitchen staff for keeping everyone supplied
with food and drinks throughout the week.
To my Tracklayers and Stewards a very big
vote of thanks; you all did a superb job in
laying the tracks and squares exactly as requested.
1st
Glenys Page and BRIGLEN
JOSS, CDEx, UDEx, BC, D, Q, 194. A
very good all round performance in all sec14

180.5, WAGGERLAND DILEMMA, WSD, D, with Gary Haim
8th
177.5,
CONNEYWARREN
TUCKER BOX, Lab, D, with Colin Ball
9th
TD, LAWINICK RIOJA, GSD,
B, with Mary Drewitt

too hot for some of the dogs at times, any
overnight moisture quickly evaporating. The
track was fifteen legs long with good sized
articles for the track and search. The C/A was
worked over three fields (I was a real pest to
the local farmer) but it paid off. The round
commenced with the speak, sendaway and
redirect, heel work - this is where “Sat Nav”
Len came into his own - through the gateway, across the corner of the field, along the
lane and into the agility field, completing the
round with the jumps.

7th

Thank you to the competitors for entering, we
witnessed some lovely work from your very
clever dogs
A final thank you to Ruth Cahill for shadowing me! To Lé Newman, Sue Redshaw, Lindsey Poole etc. for the TLC - it was greatly
appreciated.

1st
202.5, LOKI MISCHIEF MAKER, WSD, D, with Margery Lee. After this
performance, Margery, it will not be long
before Loki gets his second ticket. Proving once again that going back to basics
works every time! Congratulations on this
very popular win, good luck at the 2010
KCC`s!!!!
2nd
198.5, SUNSHINE PIP, Cross, B,
with Pat Williams. It can’t be long before
you get a ticket or two with Pip, Pat. She
has been knocking, and I’m sure it won’t be
far off, because she is so consistently good.
Congratulations on the reserve ticket.
3rd
188.5, WOLFHART TOUCH
OF GOLD, GSD, B, with Liz Hickman.
Jay produced the best control mark; she
worked a beautiful round, a minor hiccup
on the long jump was soon rectified. Keep
flying the GSD flag, - no, I am not biased!
4th
186, TYTRI NIKKI, BC, D, with
Eric Nichols. Pep was the first dog to work
at the trial and came off with 3 and 4. Eric
was wondering if he should return for the
C/A, I bet you’re pleased you came back;
Pep got full jumps and 10 for his sendaway! What a result.
5th
185, FLAME OF THE FOREST,
WSD, D, with Celia Bourne
6th
183.5, WTCh FLYNNTASTIC
RED JAFF AT TARNFORCE, BC, D, with
John Wykes

* * * * * *
EAST ANGLIAN WTTS
OPEN TRIAL
24 – 27 September 2009
Waterlow Farm Kennels, Terrington St. Clements, Kings Lynn
STAKES: CD AND UD
Judge: CAROLINE MARTIN
Tracklayers: Karen Warner and Steve
Banfather
Steward: Rita Banfather
Thank you very much to EAWTS for asking
me to judge the CD and UD stakes. I am so
pleased and grateful that my first judging appointment was here at this well run and yet
relaxed and friendly trial. Special thanks to
the team headed by Paul Morling and supported by Di in the kitchen and Jan as base
steward. Thank you to Sandra and Keith for
the use of their home. It is a fantastic venue
to have as a base and there is always a warm
welcome and the feeling that nothing is too
much trouble.
A huge thank you to Karen. Her experi15

ence and good company made my job a lot
easier. She also took Steve under her wing
for his first go at competitive track laying.
Both laid perfect tracks and gave the dogs the
best chance they could. Rita was also great
to have around and worked conscientiously
throughout. Thank you all so much.
To the competitors, I would like to say a big
thank you for giving me the chance to judge
you. I enjoyed every minute and can honestly say that all of the dogs were a pleasure
to watch work, and I was really impressed
with the standard of commitment and work
that was shown. The conditions were really
quite tough and tested the dogs, but they all
showed that they have incredible nosework
skills and the handlers should be pleased with
all of their efforts.

1st
Mr Keith Rowley with WINSCOMBE JAZZ, Lab, Q, 194.5. This team
really showed us how it’s done, only losing
2 marks in the nosework round. In difficult
conditions they made it look easy. A superb control round gave a much deserved
1st place.
2nd
Mr. Steve Smith with ALBESA A
PERFECT REASON, CDEx, GSD, NQ,
154.5. This dog tracked well until the last
2 legs, so unfortunately didn’t get the 2nd
article, but went on to get all of his articles
out of the square. Worked a very good control round with just the scale proving difficult. Well done.
3rd
Mrs Jacky Lloyd with LITTLETHORN ROLLS ROYCE AT
BROOKSBID, Border Collie, NQ, 153.
This dog tracked brilliantly right up until
the last couple of legs when I think the
tough conditions took their toll. Full marks
on the jumps and a good control round. A
very impressive team and one to watch out
for.
4th
Mrs Jan Sewell with BRYN of
HARWOOD DALE, WSD, NQ, 149.5.
Tracking went well until the last couple of
legs when again the tough conditions took
their toll. Really nice control and agility, with this young dog taking it all in his
stride.

CD STAKE:
1st
Ms Jayne Lewis with RUSHBOTTOM RHYNSTONEBROWS, Aussie
Shep, Q, 90. This young dog gave a very
stylish performance. Very well handled
and a pleasure to watch. Well done.
2nd
Gill Martin with GUELLA
QUICKSILVER, Golden Retriever, NQ,
63.5. Brumas worked a good control round
but unfortunately the square and down stay
proved to be a problem for this team.
UD STAKE:

STAKE: PD

Judge: GARY MARTIN
Tracklayers: Pete Carroll, Jim Sewell,
Karen Warner
Search and C/A Steward: Penny Bellis
Criminals: Pete Carroll, Jim Sewell, Paul
Morling, Penny Bellis
Patrol Steward: Karen Warner
Many thanks to East Anglian WTTS for the
invitation to judge the PD stake. Paul Morling runs a fantastic trial, in a quiet and efficient manner that made my task all the more
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easy. He really is tireless in his efforts to ensure all his trials are a success. Thanks, Paul.
Jan Sewell kept the base ticking over with her
trademark efficiency and prepared the judges
packs - thanks Jan.
Di in the kitchen kept us well supplied with
refreshments and was tireless in making sure
we were well catered for. Sandra and Keith
were our hosts and made us so welcome. You
are fantastic people - thanks for your hospitality.
My tracklayers were first class and gave all
the competitors the very best chance of getting round. Penny stewarded the squares
and laid them just as I wanted. You were all
excellent company and I am very thankful to
you all. Penny also stewarded the C/A and
again did the job to perfection. She put all the
competitors at ease and gave them the best
opportunity to show off their dogs.
My criminals were superb and gave a first
class display of decoy work. Every exercise
was the same for each dog. Anyone wanting
to help out at trials in a Patrol round should
watch this motley crew - you’ll see exactly
how it should be done. Karen was my patrol
steward and she does it so well. There were
some very nervous competitors and Karen
put them at ease, ensuring that they all understood the test and ‘gently’ guided them
through their nerves in her own inimitable
way. All of my helpers were such good company and a pleasure to work with. Thank you
all.
We started with the nosework. The tracking was on stubble that had been sown with
rapeseed. The ground was exceptionally dry
and the weather hot, so I set my test with this
in mind. The first article was a 2”x 1” piece
of rubber matting, the second a 3” piece of
green garden hose. For what we humans
thought was going to be hard going the reverse proved to be true. Most dogs sailed
round and the marks are testimony to this.
We saw some exceptional tracking and very
good handling.
The square articles were half a shotgun car-

tridge, a 3” piece of grey flex, a 3” piece of
door draught excluder, and a 1” piece of garden hose. All were laid 7 paces from each
corner on the diagonal. The vast majority got
all four articles.

The C/A started with heelwork around the
jumps. Next was the speak, with the competitors leaving the dog in any position and
standing with me 10 paces away. I asked
for 10 barks, quiet for 3 seconds and then 5
barks.
Sendaway was out to a conifer hedge 120m
and redirect right 70m to the corner of the
field. We then went to the jumps which were
clear/long/scale in sequence. I was impressed
with the standard in this section where we
witnessed very good work.
The patrol round I set was simple but testing.
We started with the quarter, where the dogs
were sent out 100m to a hide and then 120m
to a second along the boundary and then to
the final hide, where the criminal was located.
The handler was about 150m away and then
joined their dogs and took control of the situation. This allowed me to test the dog’s attention/commitment to the decoy. The decoy
and the hide were searched - a hammer was
secreted in the hide - this was followed by the
escort and attack on handler. The escort was
about 50m in length with a single turn.
We then went onto the recall. The criminal
17

WORKING TRIALS C
January
17th
24th
24th
31st
February
7th
14th
14th
21st
21st
21st
28th
March
4th
7th
13th
14th
21st
21st
21st
21st
28th
28th
April
4th
4th
11th
11th
17th
May
2nd
9th
16th
June
27th
July
4th
11th
11th

Leamington DTC
East Anglian WTS
Avon WTTS
Midland BC Club

Pailton
Terrington
Keevil
Melton Mowbray

OP
OP
OP
CH

CD WD TD Vet		
CD UD WD PD		
UD				
CD UD TD

Welsh Kennel Club
NECWTS
ASPADS
North West WTS
Surrey DTS
ASPADS
Yorkshire WTS

Laleston
Ashington
Oxford
Lower Withington
Newdigate
Dundee
Nostell

CH
OP
CH
CH
OP
OP
CH

CD UD WD PD Intro		
CD UD WD TD		
CD WD TD		
CD UD WD PD Vet		
WDTD Intro
CD UD WD TD
CD UD WD TD			

OP
CH
CH
OP
OP
OP
OP
OP
OP
CH

UD WD TD		
CD UD WD PD			
CD WD TD		
CD UD WD TD PD
CD UD WD TD		
CD UD WD TD PD
UD WD TD			
UD WD TD		
CD UD WD TD
CD UD WD TD			

ASPADS
Yorkshire WTS
BAGSD
Banbury & District DTS
Surrey DTS

Enfield
CH
West Bretton
OP
Flintham
CH
Hinton in the Hedges
Okewood Hill
CH

CD UD WD TD			
CD UD WD TD PD
CD WD PD		
OP CD UD TD		
CD UD TD Intro

Midland Counties GSDA
ASPADS
Scottish WTS

Walesby
Scarborough
Lauder

OP
OP
CH

CD UD WD PD
CD UD WD TD		
CD UD WD PD Vet		

Scottish WTS

Inchnabobart

OP

CD UD WDTD		

Poole & District DTS
Ringwood
Lincolnshire GSD & ABTS Dunholme
SATS
Hailsham
Essex 2000
Danbury
Iceni GSD Club
Tollesbury
Scottish WTS
Gorebridge
Hucknall & District CTS Alfreton
Hampshire WTS
Traveller’s Rest
West Herts
Picotts End
BAGSD
Tewkesbury

Wessex WTS
Upottery
CH
North East Counties WTS Alnwick
OP
Surrey DTS
Holmbury St Mary CH
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CD UD WD TD			
CD UD WD PD
CD WD PD

ALS CALANDAR 2010
August
1st
15th
21st
29th
30th
TBA
September
5th
5th
18th
19th
19th
25th
26th
October
4th
10th
10th
TBC
17th
17th
24th
24th
24th
31st
November
7th
7th
7th
14th
15th
21st
21st
28th
December
5th
5th
5th
31st

ASPADS
Welsh Kennel Club
Hampshire WTS
Scottish WTS
BAGSD
Midland BC Club

Scarborough
Laleston
Traveller’s Rest
Lauder
Oxspring
Melton Mowbray

CH
OP
CH
CH
OP
OP

CD UD WD TD			
CD UD TD
CD UD WD TD			
CD UD WD TD Vet		
CD UD PD			
CD UD		

North East Counties WTS
Yorkshire WTS
SATS
Scottish KC
ASPADS
Poole & District DTS
East Anglian WTS

Alnwick
Rufforth
Hailsham
Airth
Monk Fryston
Linwood
Kings Lynn

CH
OP
OP
OP
OP
CH
OP

CD UD PD				
CD UD WD			
UD WD PD
TBC
CD UD WD TD
CD UD WD TD		
CD UD WD PD

Surrey DTS
Scottish WTS
Midland Counties GSDA
Avon WTTS
Scottish KC
Surrey DTS
North East Counties WTS
BAGSD
Portland DTC
Iceni GSD Club

Ockley
Macmerry
Walesby
Bristol
Crieff
KCC’s
Satley, Tow Law
Long Compton
Dorchester
Tollesbury

OP
OP
CH
OP
OP
CH
CH
OP
OP
CH

UD PD		
CD UD WD TD PD
CD UD WD TD
TBC		
CD UD WD			
TD PD
CD UD WD TD Vet		
CD UD TD		
UD WD Vet		
CD UD WD TD

ASPADS
Dundee
Ranmore DTC
Ockley
Lincolnshire GSD & ABTS Dunholme
Leamington DTC
Pailton
ASPADS
Tillmouth
Wessex WTS
Upottery
Essex 2000
Danbury
North West WTS
Lower Withington

CH
OP
OP
CH
OP
OP
CH
OP

CD UD WD TD			
UD WD PD		
CD UD WD TD		
CD UD WD TD Vet
CD UD Vet		
CD WD PD			
CD UD WD PD		
CD UD TD		

NASA
ASPADS
Scottish KC
Yorkshire WTS

OP
OP
CH
CH

CD		
UD WD		
CD WD TD			
CD UD WD TD

Stoneleigh
Enfield
Jedburgh
Skipsea
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well done. Nosework 59/10/32, C/A 30.5,
Patrol 146, COM
3rd
Bob Cook with VIXAX D.RUH
FROM STEINMETZ, Hollands Herder, D.
Spock has always had bags of potential and
through Bob’s excellent handling it’s starting to show through. He can be a handful
(Spock, not Bob) but with your experience
you’re going to go far with him. This dog
has such athleticism and drive, he is great
to watch. Good nosework and superb C/A.
Patrol round just had bits and bobs to sort
out but you’re getting there. Well done.
Nosework 57/20/34, C/A 34.5, Patrol 118,
COM
4th
Cath Phillips with TYGUARD
CHILLI AT MANPOL, GSD, B. Pepper
had a bit of a torrid start to the competition
with her track when she took mum on a detour. But with a lovely square and a nice
control round Cath could start to breath
again! Pepper has such go in her and a
lovely attitude which you harness well. Patrol was nice to watch with just a couple of
small glitches that I know you will easily
remedy. Well handled and a lovely rapport
between you both. Well done. Nosework
42/10/34.5, C/A 31, Patrol 142, COM

entered the field and engaged the handlers
in conversation. Once the decoy touched a
pole in the centre of the field they ran directly
away from the handler and the dog was released. When the dog was halfway I gave the
recall signal. I had a marker on the field as
a general marker but gauged when the dogs
were at the required distance so as to be fair
to those dogs that covered the ground quicker. This ensures that if a dog is ‘cued’ or does
not chase with conviction it will be ‘run out’.
The chase followed and was a carbon copy
of the recall.
Lastly we had the test of courage where two
rather aggressive rough looking louts entered
the field from behind a hedge and after being
challenged ran towards the dog and handler,
at which point the dog was released.

Bill Richardson with KAPER
KALI, BSD, B. Everything came right for
Bill and this is testimony to all the hard
work he’s put in. I know it’s not been easy
but this result shows its all there in abundance. Nosework was accurate and very
fast - I was shattered watching you! Superb
C/A and Patrol. Honing that commitment
is always going to be tough with such a
high drive dog but you handle her very
well. Well done, it was a pleasure to judge
you. Nosework 58/20/33, C/A 32, Patrol
144, COM
2nd
Rita Banfather with STARCO
MY GUY OF BANNERSWAY, GSD, D.
Rita, you have done a fantastic job with
Finnegan. He is now showing the fruits
of all that hard work and your attention to
detail. He is a real credit to your handling.
Steady accurate track but that last article!
Bet you won’t do that again - but then we
all have at some time! Steady C/A - with
Finnegan thinking that he’d start the patrol
round early and performing a lovely hold
and bark on me during the speak! Great
patrol round - that is how it should be done.
You’ll go from strength to strength now 1st

Also qualified:
Prof. Mike Robinson with FLINT OF GLEN
MEL, BC, D. Flint had a steady nosework
round but what a control round, dropping
just half a mark. Patrol round showed it’s all
there, Mike, but just needs a bit of tidying up.
You have a nice dog who will hold his own in
the future. Good luck and well done
Quick mention of Cath Phillips and her Malinois bitch, Morgan. What a lovely dog you
have. Nice nosework and a patrol round that
will make others sit up and watch. I know
you get exasperated with her sometimes but
you handle her very well, and I know she can
be naughty but what a character she is! Keep
at it, Cath, from what I have seen it’s all there.
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the only qualifier.
Martyn Willcock and LUCY THE
LAWLESS OF LANCS, WSD, B, NQ, 65.
A good effort but not quite ready.
3rd
Colin Rees and HEELAKEARY
FLAME, GSD, D, NQ, 59. Another good
try but again not quite ready.

Thank you to all the competitors for allowing me to judge your rounds - I thoroughly
enjoyed it. There are some real quality teams
here - those in `ticket` beware!!! Those that
were not successful - there is genuine potential there. Good luck to you all in the future.

2nd

* * * * * *

UD CONTROL AND AGILITY:

SURREY DTS
OPEN TRIAL

There were 29 entries in this stake but only
five over all qualifiers; this was mainly due to
the fact that for no apparent reason over half
of the dogs failed the down stay. The jumps
also took their usual toll of a few of the others.

3 October 2009
Ockley, Surrey
STAKES: CD AND UD CONTROL AND
AGILITY

1st
Vicky Sole and ALEYNE DAISY, X-breed, D, Q, 188. Very well done,
Vicky.
2nd
Ron Davies and KAI JUMPING
JACK, WSD, D, Q, 187.5. Well done,
Ron.
3rd
Zoe Finley and TRIGEM
OCEANS BLURAIN WITH OVERDRIVE, ASD, D, Q, 187. Well done, Zoe.
4th
Pat Golding and ST PETES JETTA, CDEx, Lab, D, Q, 176.5. Well done,
Pat.
5th
Melvyn Drewitt and LAWINICK
TROUBLE, GSD, D, Q, 171. Well done,
Melvyn.

Judge: BARBARA RISTE
Steward: Dorothy Bowen
Many thanks to Surrey DTS for the invitation
to judge the CD Stake and the UD control and
agility. Chris Brooks did an excellent job of
managing this trial. Thank you to the ladies
in the kitchen, especially Beryl Kimberley for
the great lunches. Thanks to Stan for seeing
to the jumps and for just being around when
needed. A big vote of thanks to Dorothy, not
only for your help to me but also for putting
the competitors at ease and for being great
company. All the helpers were very friendly
- thank you all. A big thank you must go to
Liz de Unger for the warm welcome she gave
both Brian and myself into her lovely home;
also for the superb evening meals.
The weather was dry and warm on both days
which made for an enjoyable weekend.

STAKE: UD NOSEWORK

Judge: BRIAN RISTE
Tracklayers: Tess Shoolbred, Joyce Tibbetts, Judy Meekings, Cathy Dench and
Bert Maynard.
Stewards: Sue Henderson and Don Laskey.

CD STAKE:

Many thanks to the Committee of Surrey DTS
for the invitation to judge the UD nosework
at this very popular trial. The weather over
the two days was warm and sunny with very
little wind. Tracking was, as usual for Surrey

1st
Maurice Millington and GLENALPINE PERDI, BC, B, Q, 88. A good all
round performance. Well done, Maurice,
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Melvin Drewitt and LAWINICK
TROUBLE, GSD, D, 171, Q. Another
very nice track, but Trouble was a little unsettled in the square. Well done, Melvin, I
know you were pleased with his attitude.

trials, on well grown clean grass which led to
twenty one teams qualifying the nose work
section out of the twenty nine starters. Grateful thanks to all my tracklayers for laying the
tracks exactly as requested, the same applies
to my two search stewards; you all did a fantastic job in making my test the same for all
the competitors. Special thanks to Tess for
overseeing the tracks and for organising the
other tracklayers.
The whole trial was expertly managed in a
friendly and efficient manner by Christine
Brooks with the aid of her band of expert
helpers. Many thanks to the ladies in the
kitchen, headed by Beryl Kimberly, for supplying us all with food and drinks throughout
the trial and also for the super lunches. A big
thank you to Liz de Unger for allowing Barbara and me to stay in her beautiful home;
Liz also cooked our evening meals, which
was most appreciated, in a friendly and relaxed atmosphere. My final thanks are to the
competitors for accepting my marking without question.
I set out to do a straight forward test for all to
enjoy which I hope was achieved.

5th

STAKE: PD
Judge: SALLY BERGH-ROOSE
Tracklayers: Stan Ford and Don Laskey
Search and C/A Steward: David Clark
Patrol Round Steward: Richard Cornwell
Criminals: David Clark, Bert Maynard,
Penny Bellis, and Lauren Marlow.
7 Entered, 5 Ran
Thank you to Surrey DTS for the invitation
to judge and to the Trials Manager, Christine Brooks, for getting things organized. To
my friend Beryl Kimberley and her helpers,
thank you for the lovely lunch. Stan and Don,
thank you for track laying. David, Richard,
Bert, Penny and Lauren – thank you for your
help, not to mention your good company – I
could not have done it without you!
The competitors were great; they accepted my
decisions with good humour and also helped
to dis-mantle the jumps and PD equipment at
the end of the day. What a great bunch of people they were – Thank you for a lovely day.

Vicky Sole and ALEYNE DAISY, X-breed, D, 188, Q. A nice competent
track and a full point search square. Very
well done, Vicky, a well deserved win.
2nd
Ron Davies and KAI JUMPING
JACK, WSD, D, 187.5, Q. Another very
nice round, only lost one on the track. Well
done.
3rd
Zoe Finlay and TRIJEM OCEANS
BLURAIN WITH OVERDRIVE, ASD, D,
187, Q. Another nice accurate track, again
losing only one mark; leaving an article in
the square was costly.
4th
Pat Golding with ST PETES
JETTA, Lab, D, 176.5, Q. A nice controlled track, but missing the first article was
a shame, otherwise you would have been
placed higher, but well done.
1st

Jon Hinds with DUNNSLAYNE
CAP, WSD, D, 273, Q. Lovely track, in
a horrible field, Cap found the first article,
Jon fell over the end article! We were so
pleased when Cap brought out the second
square article. A good C/A round was followed by a competent patrol round. Congratulations.
2nd
Rita Banfather with STARCO
MY GUY OF BANNERSWAY, GSD, D,
271.5, Q. A solid all round performance; I
believe this is your second open, good luck
in ticket. Nice to see a GSD in the line up.
3rd
Andy Baker with SID THE LEM1st
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MON SQUEEZER, BC, D, 266.5, Q. A
keen young dog, with an experienced
handler bringing out the best in him. Just
silly little things stopped this dog gaining a
higher place. I am also sure that next time
out Andy will put his specs on! But it’s
always easy when you know where the articles are!
4th
Mark Lewindon with SORUMOUR LETS BOOGIE AT BRACOKELI,
GSD, D, 244.5, NQ. Kazak qualified in the
nosework and patrol sections, but unfortunately decided he was not in the mood to
do the control and agility!

and thank you to Lesley and Katie for doing
a sterling job on the Sunday when Jackie was
taken ill.
I will leave my judges to thank their helpers
for the various stakes, but I must give a personal thank you to John Hood for stepping in
at the last minute, and being both a ‘criminal’
for the PD and a steward on the second day
for the C/A judge.
David and June did a grand job at the base,
leaving me free to go round and make sure
all was well out on the fields. I would also
thank those who escorted down to the tracking land; it is much nicer for the competitor
not to worry about getting lost on their way
to the nosework section. Getting back is not
such a worry!
I had the luxury of some very experienced
tracklayers, who did a wonderful job in making sure all ran smoothly out in the fields.
I hope everyone enjoyed themselves whether
they qualified their dogs or not.

* * * * * *
SCOTTISH WORKING TRIALS
SOCIETY
OPEN TRIAL
4 - 5 October 2009
Macmerry

MRS STEVIE BRAITHWAITE

TRIALS MANAGER’S REPORT

STAKE: CD

I would like to thank the three farmers who
allowed us to use their land for the trial; they
could not have been more helpful, and provided us with plenty of land so that we had
fields to spare!
The weather on the Saturday was about as
unpleasant as it could be - gale force winds
and heavy downpours. The Sunday was
much more pleasant. I would like to thank
the judges and helpers who coped valiantly
on the Saturday without complaint; I think it
is called character building weather!
My thanks to Jackie and Mick Suckling, Roy
and Lesley Drummer and David and June
McPhillips for their assistance prior to the trial. Thank you to Jackie Suckling for organising the catering, and all the behind the scenes
work you did, including keeping me sane on
the Friday. Thank you to Lesley Drummer
and Katie Lawrie in the kitchen with Jackie,

Judge: BRIAN GLASGOW
Search Steward: Jackie Hilton
Control Steward: Fay Rae
Thanks to SWTS for asking me to judge the
CD stake. Thanks to Stevie Braithwaite for
running a smooth ship, and her base staff for
the catering; this was very much appreciated
when we were out in the field. Thanks to my
stewards, Fay and Jackie, who did a sterling
job, and were good company for the day – I
hope this has given you the bug to take your
dogs further.
The field we had was large with longish grass,
which the dogs decided tasted better than
concentrating on the job in hand. Sadly we
did not have any qualifiers. There were some
mixed fortunes, with handlers’ nerves taking
over, which made the handlers rush things a
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little. Overall on their day the handlers and
dogs are more than capable of progressing.
Thank you to all the competitors for accepting my decisions; it was a pleasure to judge
you all. Good luck in the future.
7 entered and 6 ran.

The severe weather conditions with winds of
up to 70mph, along with rain at times, made
the going difficult. The tracks were on stubble with grass growing through.

1st
Mrs M Atchison with KENMILQUIN DIAMOND, Golden Ret, 69.5, NQ.
This team had a nice control round but the
scale let them down. Keep up the good
work it will all fall into place.
2nd
Mrs D Smith with SASSY SUZY,
Lab, 69, NQ. After a run off (retrieve) this
team took second place. Again, the control
round was steady and Suzy was very willing to work, but the handler’s nerves took
over at the jumps. Good luck in future trials.
3rd
Miss S Ashton with MOSS OF
PRIMSIDE, BC, 69, NQ. This dog is more
than capable of qualifying but the long
grass took its toll today. Keep up the good
work.
4th
Miss H Rajska with LOCHEIL
LOOK NO FURTHER, 67, NQ. Stays
took their toll with this team; work on your
stays and it won’t belong till you have success.

1st

10 dogs entered, 8 dogs worked on the day.

ADDRESS TO A HAGGIS, XBreed, handled by Lorna Cottier, 174.5,
Q. In the horrendous windy conditions
Lorna’s experience showed through, giving this team 1st place and my only qualification of the stake.
2nd
HAGGIS OF GLENDALE, XBreed, handled by Alison Pollard, 178.5,
NQ. Another good round of n/w despite
the severe conditions. Alison worked her
dog brilliantly, thus achieving the award
for the best track; sadly the down stay took
its toll on the day.
3rd
GLENOXLEY STAR WIZARD,
BC, handled by Mrs C Savage, NQ. The
weather conditions were so difficult for this
young dog.
4th
DIEGOES CAUGHT ‘N’ THE
ACT, Dobe, handled by Yvonne Walker,
NQ. The rabbit didn’t help on his track.
Thank you to the competitors for entering
under me, and good luck to you all for the
future trials.

STAKE: UD

* * * * * *

Judge: SHEILA MARGREAVES
Tracklayers: Lorraine Wilson and Roy
Drummer
Square Steward: David McPhillips
Thanks go to the committee of SWTS and
Stevie Braithwaite (Trials Manager) for asking me to judge the UD stake. Thanks to
David for doing my squares, to Lorraine and
Roy for laying the tracks, also to Jackie, Leslie and Katie for looking after us with the
catering, plus thanks to June McPhillips for
running the base.
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MIDLAND COUNTIES GSD
ASSOCIATION
CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL

88.5, Q CDEx, John Phillips and
WESTMIDS WANDERER, GSD. Well
done, John, not much wrong here, just an
article short from the square relegating you
to third place. Best wishes.
4th
85.5, Q CDEx, Sharon Perez and
MY BOY KAI, WSD. Well done, Sharon
and Kai. Heelwork was your weakness today, the rest was very nice. Good luck for
the future.
3rd

8 - 11 October 2009
The Snooty Fox, Old Ollerton Village, Notts
STAKE: CD
Judge: DAVE MARCHANT
Steward: Heather Cook

Also qualifying CDEx:
83, Paul Beasley and STARDELL SPICA,
BC. Litter brother to the winner. Lovely
team, good luck for the future.

Thank you to Midland Counties for the invitation to judge. Andy, Wendy and everyone
involved in running this trial do a brilliant
job; we were well looked after, nothing being too much trouble - thank you. Congratulations in finding a new base at the Snooty
Fox; the food was delicious and the staff very
helpful, and it was certainly a lot warmer!
Thank you to Heather for stewarding and
looking after me for the two days. We were
very lucky with the weather, although forecast for rain, it stayed dry with a bit of sun
and a light wind.
Thank you to all the competitors for entering under me. I was pleased with the overall
standard and enjoyed judging you.

Qualifying CD:
74.5, Val Isherwood and DUSTERS TWENTY FOUR SEVEN, WSD. Well done, Val
and Seven, almost there. I believe you also
qualified UDEx the day before. Congratulations.
STAKE: UD
Judge: VANA MOODY
TRACKLAYERS: Thurs/Fri - David
Waite, Barrie James; Sat - David, Joan
Snowden
Square Steward: Diane
C/A Steward: David

The successful teams on the day were;1st
100, Q CDEx, Wendy Beasley

Due to Lynne Bakers’ illness and subsequent
death, I swapped appointments to judge this
year, hoping she would be able to fulfil next
year’s, but sadly this was not to be for her.
Rest in Peace, Lynne, we miss you.
Thanks to the society for asking me, although
under sad circumstances. Thanks also to
Andy and Wendy Magyar for their hard work
before during and after the trial and their
great company. My square steward Diane,
her first time laying competition squares,
was brilliant, good company, and obviously
‘smelly’ as there were not too many articles
left for her to retrieve. Thank you, Diane.
David called C/A in his usual impeccable
style, with all competitors given the same in-

and STARDELL LUNAR, BC. This was
a lovely round to watch, Lunar didn’t put
a paw wrong, she worked her socks off for
you. I am sure you will have great success
and fun with her. Best wishes for the future.
2nd
92.5, Q CDEx, Jeff Poole and
FIRCROFT CASHEL, GSD. Another
lovely round from Jeff and Cash. No return on the scale was unfortunate today but
I am sure will only be a temporary blip for
this experienced handler. Again, I think
you will have some great times with this
dog and wish you the best for the future.
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structions.
Tracks were laid as I asked by all my tracklayers. To Jan Darby in base, making sure
everyone was sent to the right places at the
right time, and keeping the scoreboard up to
date - thank you all for your time and excellent company. Also Wendy with the unenviable job of filling the bags for all the helpers,
and writing certificates. If I have not mentioned everyone I apologize - you all ran a
great trial, especially with Andy finding a super base at The Snooty Fox

not make it, with a little more work in some
areas you won’t be long.
A word of advice - before going onto the field
to work make sure your pockets are empty,
especially of FOOD!!!!!!
Thank you all for allowing me to judge you
and accepting my decisions and good luck in
the future
STAKE: WD
Judge: RON JAQUES
Track Layers: Gary Talbot, Tom Darby.
Andrea Lynd and Sheila Tannert.
Steward: Paula Jaques

Sue Ashby with THE TITAN,
197, Q. The marks tell the story, a superb
professional round. Well done and well deserved.
2nd
Julie Atkins with GLENALPINE
REG, 185.5, Q. Another super round. The
long jump and missing one in the square
were costly today, otherwise a brilliant
round, losing only 0.5 in control. Well
Done
3rd
Sheila Tannert with STYPERSON CLEO, 182, Q. Lovely to see controlled enthusiasm; no return over the scale
today, lovely to watch. Well done
4th
Val Isherwood with DUSTERS
TWENTY FOUR SEVEN, 168.5, Q. We
held our breath on the track but you made a
good recovery. Well done
1st

Thanks to Midland Counties for the invitation to judge the WD stake. Thank you to
Andy and Wendy Magyar and all their team
for a superbly run trial, with a super new
base and good tracking land. Thanks to all
my tracklayers, who did a brilliant job, and to
Paula for laying the squares and stewarding
the C/A.
The weather was very good to us and the
tracking land was stubble with lots of green
growth, giving all dogs a good chance. The
control field was very prickly and with a liberal sprinkling of cow pats. We did our best
to pick the clean bits and competitors coped
very well.
37 entered and 34 ran over 4 days.

Also Qualifying UDEx:
Tricia Harding, RUSHBOTTOM RIVERROTTER, 165. Nicely handled, well done.
Chris Stewart, ANGELWISHES ARIEL OF
NATURE, 162. A few hairy moments but
you made it. Well done

Glenys Page with BRIGLEN
JOSS, BC, 192.5. Very well done, super
all round performance.
2nd
Jenny Orchard with WILLOWY
WHISPER OF TADMARTON, Lab,
186.5. Very well done.
3rd
Lol Campbell with SELDOMSEEN SHEP, WSD, 185. Well done.
4th
Ann Clarke with STYPERSON
QUINCEY, Lab, 183.5. Well done.
1st

Qualifying UD:
Julie Paul with KENMILLIX I’M YOUR
MAN
Shirley Frankcom with VAPRESTO DISCOVERY

Also qualifying WDEx:
Pat Herbert with GLENALPINE MOO, 178
Moira Rogerson with XANDOAS CHANCE,

I enjoyed watching your dogs; those who did
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171
Sharon Carter with IVYMOOR SOLID
GOLD, 169
Glenys Page with BILKOS GLORY, 167
Polly Thomas with POLLGINA GLADYS
GLADSOME, 166.5
F Atkin with BLEDRI OF STEPASIDE,
164.5

competitor not knowing whether they were
doing the chase or recall until they were told
to recall their dog; this was followed by the
test of courage requiring the dog (some seventy yards from the handler) to enter a black
tunnel with a ninety degree bend into a small
enclosed area with five criminals using a gun,
air horn, rattle and water.
This was followed by the chase, then the
quarter, the last hide having two criminals,
one in view and one hidden. Most competitors did not realise he was there and in a real
situation would have been attacked. Then finally, the search and escort. (The round was
of course a lockout).

Qualifying WD:
S Austin with SH Ch GHYLLBECK ANTHEMIS OF ISHEERA, 158
STAKE: PD
Judge: GRAHAM REANEY
Tracklayers: Linda Newbold, Pat Herbert
Square Steward: Janette Sayer
Steward: Linda Newbold
Scribe: Laura Bardwell
Criminals: Tom Davis, Steve Lancashire,
Vic Snook, Nigel Hines, Anthony Snook

Jeff Poole and WTCh LATCHETS BOSS. Nosework 94, Control 27,
Jumps 14.5, Patrol 142, Total 277.5. Boss
was rather noisy and headstrong at times,
but Jeff kept control and turned in a first
class patrol round to win a well earned
Ticket.
2nd
Wendy Beasley and WTCh GLENALPINE PHOEBE OF STARDELL.
91.5,32, 15, 119, Total 257.5. Another
first class performance, however the test of
courage proved to be the stumbling block
today, probably confusion being the problem more than fear. A well earned Reserve
Ticket.
3rd
John Wykes and WTCh FLYNNTASTIC RED JAFF OF TARNFORCE.
Just not John’s weekend. 259.5, NQ.
4th
Manda McLellan and ASTRA
STORM. Another hard luck story, just not
gaining enough marks in the patrol round
the recall proving very expensive.
1st

Thank you to Midland Counties for the invitation to judge PD at their Championship
Trial; thanks also go to Andy Magyar and his
entire team, who worked tirelessly to ensure
everything was in place and on time as and
when required. I often wonder how we would
manage in our sport without the likes of Andy
and Wendy Magyar, Tom and Jan Darby who
do not work dogs but seem to be present at
most trials working for all our benefit.
Thanks also to my team named above, who
did all I asked to give the competitors every
chance to get the best from their dogs, and
of course thanks to the competitors who accepted my decisions sporting manner.
A special thanks must go to the criminals,
who probably had a bigger input in the PD
round than you would imagine; they came
up with the ideas and I developed the round;
they supplied and created all the equipment
and built it on the morning - no mean task,
taking three hours of hard work.
The PD round started with the recall, with the
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LABRADOR PUPPIES
Born 25 November 2009; ready to go mid-January 2010
Good-looking parents from working lines
Sire –
		

Meadowmill Travis CDex TDex (owner: Sue Redshaw)
hips 3/4, Eyes Clear, DNA-tested GPRA CLEAR.

Dam – Gospel Gem, Field Trial Champions in pedigree,
		
working successfully in competitive Obedience,
		
hips 3/3, Eyes Clear; DNA-tested GPRA CLEAR.
Puppies being lovingly raised indoors, near Chichester, West Sussex.
£600

Phone 01243 789273
or e-mail veronicamigliorini@fsmail.net or smredshaw@btinternet.com

WESSEX WORKING TRIALS CLUB
JILL CARRUTHERS – Accreditation of Judges course,
including the Practical judging seminar.
Saturday 16th and Sunday 17th January 2010
At Aller Farm, Upottery.
Saturday - Accreditation test
Sunday - Practical judging seminar
Cost – for both days - £25, cost for one day - £15.
Tea and Coffee provided throughout the weekend. Evening meal available on the Saturday for those attending both days.
Non-refundable, full cost payable on booking to be received no later than Monday 4th January 2010.
Cheques made payable to Wessex WTC.
To: - Lindsey Poole, Woodlands Cottage, Isle Abbotts, Taunton, TA3 6RT
Tel. 01460 281741.
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ROD ROBERTS WORKING TRIALS TRAINING COURSES 2010
ADVANCED COURSE

Slingsby, North Yorkshire
On 25th to the 29th April 2010
Arrive 24th leave 30th April
The Advanced Working Trials Course has been happening yearly for 9 years.
The requirement that handlers have to at least qualified UDex, means that over the years
some very illustrious handlers have attended this course.
With the Minimum qualification of this course being UDex we will be looking to improve the training details which make the difference between scraping an occasional
qualification and consistently improving performances to the point where red rosettes
are in sight.
The 2010 course is moving to Slingsby where the farmer has promised us the use of a
large amount of young corn, there will also be grass available and possibly plough. This
Course is student driven with their requirement being paramount. My experience is that
a formal syllabus is a hindrance, but with limited numbers on the course there is plenty
of time for all exercises to be thoroughly covered.
COMPREHENSIVE WORKING TRIALS TRAINING COURSE
Slingsby North Yorkshire
On 5th to the 9th September 2010
Arrive 4th leave 10th September
Comprehensive not only by name but also by nature and content this course is designed
to cover everything in working trials from the most basic of the exercises to the final
polish you will require when you reach the dizzy heights of the ticket classes.
Rod Roberts training is both detailed and precise working from the basics of maintaining
motivation and teaching skills in both dog and handler.
It always has to be remembered that all dogs are individuals and need to be trained as
such. A further fact that has to be born in mind is that all the handlers are individuals,
and the instruction has to reflect this individuality.
We Are Returning to Slingsby again this year as it is without doubt one of the best
Venue’s for Working Trials in the country.
There will be practical work during the day, with Tracking, Search Squares,
Sendaway, and Control and Agility, (limited manwork also available). Learn the
theory behind the work you do with interesting lectures in the evenings accompanied by full printed notes. Enjoy yourself on the night exercise, join in the session
of games - designed for fun but with the working trials exercises in mind.
Investment for the Course £280 not including food or accommodation.
For further information check out my web site
www.rodroberts.co.uk
Email rod.roberts@ntlworld.com
Or ring on 01623 482181
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SCOTTISH WORKING TRIALS SOCIETY
OPEN TRIAL
Gorebridge, Midlothian EH23 4TT
Friday 19th (If Necessary), Saturday 20th & Sunday 21st March 2010
Judges		
			
			
			
			
			

PD Stake – 		
Lorna Cottier
TD Nosework – 		
Terry Austin
WD Nosework – 		
Cath Phillips
UD Nosework – 		
Stevie Braithwaite
CD Stake – 		
Cath Phillips
C & A – 		
Caroline Wright
Trials Manager: Gwen Matear Tel: 01875 320523

ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY TUESDAY 16TH FEBRUARY 2010
Entry Fees:
Tracking Stakes
£15.00 ( Members )
£17.00 ( Non Members )
CD Stake
£11.00 ( Members )
£13.00 ( Non Members )
Entries for the above trial, schedules and information ( please send SAE ) from the
Trials Secretary: Helen Jones, 12 Higginson Loan, Mayfield, Dalkeith EH22 5RE
Tel: 01875 820464/ 07795 823369

HUCKNALL & DISTRICT CANINE TRAINING SOCIETY
OPEN TRIAL
19th -22nd March 2010
The Butchers Arms
Chesterfield Road Oakerthorpe Alfreton Derbys.DE55 7LN
(Near Crich)
Judges		
			
			

TD Stake
WD Stake
UD Stake

Rod Roberts
Fran Mitchell
Rob Curry

Entry Fee: TD WD UD £15.
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY MONDAY 3RD MARCH 2010.
Schedules & Entry forms from: Mrs G Williamson. 28 Denehurst Avenue. Aspley.
Nottingham NG8 5DA.
(please enclose S.A.E)
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BRITISH ASSOCIATION FOR GERMAN SHEPHERD DOGS
CHAMPIONSHIP WORKING TRIAL
On : Monday, 22rd March - Sunday, 28th March, 2010

At: Tewkesbury, Glos.

Judges:		
TD Stake
...
Tony Orchard
			
WD Stake
...
Paul Adams (Thurs/Sat)
			
UD Stake
...
Allyson Tohme (Tues/Wed)
			
CD Stake
...
Jennifer Orchard (Sat)
(WD & UD Stakes all work in one day) (Prior days used for all stakes if necessary)
Entry Fees: TD/UD -£20.00; CD-£15.00
(£2.00 reduction to paid-up BAGSD Members - Membership Number must be quoted
on entry)
(Cheques should be made payable to B.A.G.S.D. Working Trials)
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY SATURDAY, 10th FEBRUARY 2010.
Schedules from/Entries with fees to the Trial Manager: Mr. Charlie Taylor, High
Reach, Hill Farm, Fernbrook Road, Ross-On-Wye, Herefordshire.
HR9 5RU (Please enclose S.A.E.)
CHAMPIONSHIP WORKING TRIAL
On: Friday, 9th - Sunday, 11th, April, 2010
At: Flintham, Notts.
Judges:		
			
			

PD Stake		
Graham Reaney
WD Stake		
Yvonne Carpenter
CD Stake		
Linda Newbold (Sat)
(WD & CD Stakes all work in one day)
(Prior days used for all stakes if necessary)

Entry Fees: PD - £25.00;
WD - £20.00:
CD - £15.00
(£2.00 reduction to paid-up BAGSD Members - Membership Number must be quoted
on entry)
(Cheques should be made payable to B.A.G.S.D. Working Trials)
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY SATURDAY, 27th FEBRUARY 2010.
Schedules from/Entries with fees to the Trial Manager:
Mrs. Sheila Tannert, Old Ford Lodge, Ogston Higham, Derbyshire DE55 6EL
(Please enclose S.A.E.)
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POOLE & DISTRICT DTS PLEASE
OPEN WORKING TRIAL
3rd/4th March 2010
Tracking in the New Forest
Judges 		
			
			

TD Stake		
WD Stake		
UD Stake		

Sheila Tannert,
Bert Maynard,
Janet Parker

ENTRIES MUST BE RECIEVED BY FEBURARY 5TH 2010
Entry fees £17.00 pounds
Schedules from entrys to Melvin Drewitt, 35 Glenwood Rd Verwood Dorset BH31
6HU Tel 01202827247

HAMPSHIRE WORKING TRIALS SOCIETY
OPEN TRIAL
On 18th – 20th March 2010
At: The Travellers Rest, Newtown, Wickham, Hants, PO17 6LL
		
Judges		
				
				

TD Stake
WD Stake
UD Stake

Chris Brooks
Jan Vallack
Bert Maynard

Entry Fees: Tracking Fees £17 (£15 for Members)
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY FRIDAY 19th FEBRUARY 2010
Schedules from / Entries (with Fees & SAE) to the Trials Manager
Mrs Jean Howells, 22 Beacon Square, Emsworth, Hampshire, PO10 7HU
Tel: 01243 372958
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SURREY DOG TRAINING SOCIETY
CHAMPIONSHIP WORKING TRIAL
13th – 17th April 2010
(CD Stake 16th & 17th and UD Stake all work in one day)
At: Okewood Hill Village Hall, Nr. Ockley, Surrey. RH5 5PU.
Judges:		
			
			

TD Stake
UD Stake
CD Stake

Margaret Robinson
Sue Jones
Pete Jones

Entry Fees: Tracking Stakes £19.00. Members £17.00 CD Stake £12.00
Senior Citizens £1.00 reduction
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY MONDAY, 8TH MARCH 2010
Schedules from/Entries with fees to the Trials Secretary: Mrs. Christine Brooks
Cobleigh, Brookwood, Surrey. GU24 0EL.
Please enclose SAE for report time – Thank You.

ICENI DOG TRAINING CLUB
OPEN WORKING TRIAL
on Saturday, 20th and Sunday 21st March, 2010
at Tollesbury, Maldon, Essex.
Judges:		
			
			
			

CD & all stakes C & A		
UD Nosework			
WD Nosework			
TD Nosework			

John Wykes
Paul Adams
Paul Adams
Eric Nichols

Entry Fees: UD, WD, TD £17.00
CD £12.00
(members £1.00 reduction)
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY THURSDAY 19th FEBRUARY 2010.
Schedules from/entries with fees to the Trials Manager;
Mrs Frances Ball, 72 The Street, Capel St Mary, Ipswich, Suffolk, IP9 2EG
(please enclose SAE)
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EAST ANGLIA WTS

OPEN WORKING TRIAL
January 21st-24th 2010
Waterlow Farm Kennels, Kings Lynn
(40mins from A1 Peterborough)
Judges:		
			
			
			

PD
WD
UD
CD

Tracy Park
Alan Sword
Rita Banfarther
Rita Banfarther

Entry Fees Tracking Stakes £16 members £15
CD £12 members £11
ENTRIES TO BE RECIEVED BY TUESDAY 5TH JANUARY
Entries with fees and s a e to Sandra Dearing Waterlow Farm Kennels
Waterlow Road, Terrington St Clement, Kings Lynn, PE34 4PS
Tel: 01553 828243 or 827322

NORTH WEST WORKING TRIALS SOCIETY
CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL
On: Week Ending 21st February 2010
At: Lower Withington Parish Hall, Near Knutsford.
Judges:
		
		
		
		

PD Stake
WD Stake
UD Stake
CD Stake
Veteran

Lorna Cottier
Linda Newbold
Barbara Bell
Stevi Boyall
Arthur Ball

Entry fees: PD UD WD £17 / CD £13 / Vet £8
(£1 deduction for members)
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY MONDAY 25TH JANUARY 2010
Schedules from and entries with appropriate fees to the Trials Secretary:
Mrs Judith Stamp, 14 Talbot Grove, Walmersley, Bury. BL9 6PH
Tel: 01617 642649 Please enclose a stamped self-addressed envelope
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ESSEX WORKING TRIALS SOCIETY - 2000
OPEN WORKING TRIAL
Thursday 11th – 14th March, 2010
Danbury, Chelmsford, Essex
Judges:		
			
			
			
			

TD Nosework-		
Sharon Carter
PD Stake-		
Paul Morling
WD Nosework-		
Belinda Spensley
UD Stake		
Sandra Lewindon
C&A-			
Barry Harvey
All work will be completed in one day,
PD stake will take place on Sunday only.

The entry fees are:- PD/TD/WD/UD Stakes: £17.00
(£1.00 reduction for members).
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY MONDAY 15TH FEBRUARY 2010
Schedules from / Entries with fees to:
Penny Bann, The Gate House, Crabb’s Hill, Hatfield Peverel, Essex CM3 2NZ
Tel:- 01245 382661 Mobile:- 07979 605966

SURREY DOG TRAINING SOCIETY
OPEN WORKING TRIAL
19th – 21st February 2010
At; Newdigate Village Hall, Newdigate, Surrey, RH5 5DA
Judges:
		
		
		

TD Nosework
WD Nosework
Control & Agility
Introductory Stake

Carole Brooke
Caroline Ashford
Allyson Tohme
Stan Ford

Entry Fees: Tracking Stakes - £19.00. Members - £17.
£1.00 reduction for Senior Citizens
Introductory Stake £10.00
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY MONDAY JANUARY 25TH 2010
Schedules from/Entries with Fees to the Trials Secretary: Mrs. Christine Brooks
Cobleigh, Brookwood, Surrey. GU24 0EL
Please enclose SAE for report time – Thank You
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WEST HERTS WORKING TRIALS SOCIETY
OPEN WORKING TRIAL
26h – 28th March 2010
(Thursday 25th March if entries warrant)
Wood Farm, Piccotts End, Hemel Hempstead, Hertfordshire.
Judges:
		
		
		
		

T.D. Stake
Ron Jaques
W.D. Stake
Gary Martin
U.D. Stake
Belinda Spensley
C.D. Stake
Jan Vallack
C&A
Vana Moody
All work will be completed in one day
Tracking Stakes:
CD Stake:

ENTRY FEES:
£15.00 (£1 reduction for members)
£12.00 (£1 reduction for members)

ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY 13TH MARCH 2010.
Schedules from / Entries with fees to:
Trials Manager: Penny Bann, The Gate House, Crabb’s Hill, Hatfield Peverel
Essex CM3 2NZ. Tel 01245 382661 (Please Enclose SAE)

AVON WORKING TRIALS TRAINING SOCIETY
OPEN WORKING TRIAL
22nd - 24th January 2010
At : Westwood Farm , Keevil, Trowbridge, BA14 6LU
Judge

UD Stake

Mrs Gill Lawrence

Entry Fees £17 (£1 reduction for Avon Members)
ENTRIES MUST BE RECIEVED BY: 4TH JANUARY 2010
Entries (inc. fees & SAE) to the Trials Secretary:Mrs F Veazey, Dolomiti, Lower Kingsdown Road, Corsham, Wilts. SN13 8BD
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LINCOLNSHIRE GERMAN SHEPHERD DOG AND ABTS
CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL
To be held at Dunholme Village Hall, Lincoln LN2 3SU
w/e 7th March 2010
Judges:
		
		
		

PD Stake
WD Stake
UD Stake
CD Stake

Jeff Poole
Bill Richardson
Moira Rogerson
Lol Campbell

Entry Fees: PD £20.00, UD/WD £18.00, (£1 reduction for members)
CD £14.00, (£1 reduction for members)
Trials Manager: Jim Sewell
ENTRIES TO BE RECEIVED BY 10TH FEBRUARY 2010
Schedules from/Entries to : Jan Sewell, 53 Monarchs Road, Sutterton, Boston,
Lincolnshire PE20 2HJ. Tel: 01205 460177
Please enclose a S.A.E.

YORKSHIRE WORKING TRIALS SOCIETY
CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL
on 24-28 Feb -2010
At Nostell Cricket Club, Wakefield, WF4 1QU
Judges - 			
				
				
				

TD 		
Pat Hodgkins
WD 		
Jacqui Gibney
UD		
Margaret Robinson
CD		
Julz Findeissen
(UD early/WD late in week)

Entry fees - TD £20; WD/UD £18; CD £14. (Members may deduct £1 from each entry).

ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY WEDNESDAY 13TH JANUARY.
Schedules from/ entries with fees to Yvonne Carpenter, 34 Lowfield Road,
Hemsworth, Pontefract, West Yorkshire WF9 4JN (please enclose an SAE).
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NORTH EAST COUNTIES WORKING TRIALS SOCIETY
OPEN TRIAL
At: Potland Farm Equestrian Centre, Longhirst, Morpeth, Northumberland.
From: Friday 12th - Sunday 14th February, 2010
Judges		
			
			
			

Tracking Dog Nosework		
Working Dog Nosework		
Utility Dog Nosework		
CD Stake & C& A		

Tracey Park
Heather Patrick
Bill Richardson
Jacquie Hall

TRIALS MANAGER: BETTY ORRIN TEL: 07801 763116
ENTRY FEES: Tracking Stakes £17; CD Stake £13
(Paid-up members £2 reduction)
ENTRIES TO BE RECEIVED BY WEDNESDAY 13TH JANUARY 2010
ENTRY FORMS, FEE AND S.A.E. TO:
Betty Orrin, 59, Oakfield Way, Seghill, Cramlington, Northumberland. NE23 7HQ
(Any KC approved entry form will be accepted)

SOUTHERN ALSATIAN TRAINING SOCIETY
CHAMPIONSHIP WORKING TRIAL
9th - 13th March 2010
Priesthawes Farm Ersham Road Hailsham East Sussex BN24 5BL
Judges 		
			
			

TD Stake 		
WD Stake		
CD Stake		

Les Theobald
Lee Payne
Manda McLellan

ALL STAKES - ALL WORK IN ONE DAY
Entry Fees: PD Stake £20.00 WD/UD Stakes £18.00 CD Stake £15.00
(£2.00 reduction for members)
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY MONDAY 8TH FEBRUARY 2010
Entries & all enquiries to:- Mrs. Frances Webb, 58 Huggetts Lane, Willingdon,
Eastbourne, East Sussex, BN22 0LU Tel: 01323 509721
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ASPADS

WORKING TRIALS SOCIETY
CHAMPIONSHIP WORKINGTRIAL

At: OXFORD
F i n i s h i n g on S u n d a y 1 4 t h FE B R U AR Y 2010
TD Stake
WD Stake
CD Stake

Judges

Anne Collen
Sheila Tannert
Stevi Boyall

All WD and CD work in one day.
ENTRIES TO BE RECEIVED BY: WED 6TH JANUARY 2010
Entries with entry fee to Trials Manager:
Judy Meekings, 189, Guildford Road, Lightwater, Surrey, GU18 5RB

Please Enclose SAE
Tel: 01276 475225

OPEN WORKINGTRIAL

At: DUNDEE
On 2 0 t h – 2 1 s t FE B R U AR Y 2010

Judges

TD Stake
WD and UD Stakes
CD Stake

tba
Ed Brown
Roy Drummer

All work in one day. Earlier days will be used if necessary.
ENTRIES TO BE RECEIVED BY: WED 13 JANUARY 2010
Please Enclose SAE
Entries with entry fee to:
Mrs J Rae, 5 South Street, Monifieth, Dundee, DD5 4PJ Tel: 01382 530461

CHAMPIONSHIP WORKING TRIAL
At: ENFIELD
F i n i s h i n g on S u n 4 t h AP R IL 2010
TD Stake
WD Stake
UD Stake
CD Stake

Judges

Frances Ball
tba
Chris Stewart
Jan Vallack

All WD, UD and CD work in one day, WD early in week, UD at end
ENTRIES TO BE RECEIVED BY: WED 17TH FERUARY 2010
Please Enclose SAE
Entries with entry fee to Trials Manager:
Mrs Vana Moody, 35 Chace Avenue, Potters Bar, Hertfordshire, EN6 5LZ

Tel: 01707 651724

Entry Fees for 2010 Trials: PD Stake, £25.00 - Tracking Stakes, £20.00 – CD, £15.00
Fully paid up members may deduct £2 per entry
For Schedules and/or Membership Information (S.A.E. please)
Contact: Hon Sec: Judy Meekings, 189 Guildford Road, Lightwater, GU18 5RB.
Tel: 01276 475225 Email: aspads@yahoo.co.uk
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